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The Log



Vowel Sound: short o (keyword “on”)

SIGHT WORDS:

off , are, with, not

on




 loog



The log.

The log is in 
the bog.



Fox and 
Dog are off 
the log.



Dot, Fox 
and Dog not 
in the bog.
The log.



Hop on! 
Hop on the log. 
Hop on the 
log in the bog.



Dog will hop on 
log in the bog.
Hop on!



Fox on!
Hop on log, 
Fox!



Fox with Dog 
on the log.



Fox with Dog 
on the log in 
the bog. 
Fox on!



Dot off!
Dot off the 
log.



Dot is not on 
the log.



Dot is off the 
log in the bog.
Dot off?



Dot On?
Will Dot hop 
on?



Can Dot hop 
on the log?



Can Dot hop on 
log with Fox 
and Dog?
On Dot!



Dot on!
Dot is on the 
log!

and zip



Fox is off, Dot 
is on.



Dot is with 
Dog on the log 
in the bog.



Dog off!
Dog is off the 
log.



Dog and Fox 
are in the bog.



Dot is off 
with Dog and 
Fox in the bog.



The log.




